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Exclusive

offers and discounts

Buoyant Babies
A unique in-water experience
taught by baby specialists
warm 34°C, auto purified water
intimate, private, clean facilities
babies from 3 to 36 months

Enquire about Buoyant Babies

444 3752 or www.swimcentre.co.nz
* free for 3-6 month old babies

The Buoyant Babies
programme at The Swim
Centre is amazing, it is so
much fun and personal. They
truly care about my baby’s
development and everything
is so warm, clean and private
for mums like me. -Sarah

FROM THE EDITOR
Contact Us
P O Box 300 135 Albany
Auckland

Hi there!
My name is Cara, and I am
the editor of BNHPC
Baby Babble newsletter.
I am a mum of two busy kids,
Grace (7 yrs) and Ethan (5 yrs),
a qualified Graphic Designer, and
the owner of Cara’s Creations NZ. I
have a passion for families, children
and design, and I hope to share that with you all through
the articles, recipes, ideas and information in our Baby
Babble magazine.
Congratulations to you all, and welcome to the best
adventure you’ll face in this lifetime!
Cara x

IN THIS ISSUE
Hi everyone!
Welcome to our last issue for the year. Its getting
warmer as we welcome in Spring. I am loving the
longer days and counting down to Christmas already!
October is Babywearing month and we have some
great information and tips about choosing the
right carrier for you. Be sure to check out your local
babywearing facebook page for any events happening
in your area.
We are also featuring advice for dealing with season
changes and the allergies that it can bring. And we
have some great Christmas recipes, the biscuits are a
favourite in my house.
If you would like a certain topic featured in the Baby
Babble or would like to share some tips, tricks or your
birth story please contact me at
baysnorthharbour@gmail.com.
Keep safe & happy everyone.

Enjoy!

09 414 5394
baysnorthharbour@gmail.com
Editorial
Cara Le Mouton
Committee Meetings:
We hold our meetings every
second Tuesday of each
month at 7:15pm.
If you’d like to join us
please contact Bridget or Kirsty:
bnhpcpresident@gmail.com
Connect with local parents,
hear about our exclusive
promotions, catch our events,
and more!
Find us on Facebook
facebook.com/bnhparentscentre
or Instagram
@parentcentre

Cover photo:
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Welcomed with love by
Matthew & Cheryl

What does Life Insurance mean for
your young family?
Life, trauma and mortgage/income protection can help
protect your family if the worst happens.
For nine years we have been talking to Baby and You
classes about the insurance needs of new families.
As specialists we can tailor an insurance solution for
your family’s specific situation, maximising benefits while
minimising premiums. All new business from Parent Centre
families returns a donation to Parent Centre to help them
continue their excellent service.
Brady Arblaster
Tel: 09 447 3260
Mob: 021 979 106
brady@insurancedesign.nz

Antenatal (Child birth) Classes

Our Antenatal classes prepare new parents physically and emotionally for the changes during pregnancy and
labour. New parents who attend our antenatal classes form strong friendships as they go through this exciting
new stage in life together. We help to create coffee groups for the new mums to catch up and have a cuppa - and
share what’s happening with their new baby! And for the dads - a beer group!
Our courses are held over 6 weeks (run once a week on a Wednesday or Thursday evening) or over 2 full days on
consecutive weekends. We hold classes regularly throughout the year.
We recommend that you finish the course approximately one month before your due date. Class dates are below.
2018 Dates:
AN1811: Sorry, no availability. Waitlist only. Saturday 10th November & Saturday 24th November 2018
(EDD: Early December - Late December 2018)
AN1812: Sorry, no availability. Waitlist only. Wednesday 7th November - Wednesday 12th December 2018
(EDD: Early January - Late January 2019)
2019 Dates:
AN1901: Sorry, no availability. Waitlist only. Sunday 20th January and Sunday 3rd February 2019
(EDD: Early Feb - late March 2019)
AN1902: Wednesday 16th January - Wednesday 27th February 2019 (EDD: Early April - late April 2019)
EDD = Expected Due Date
Our courses are very popular and fill up quickly, so please book early on in your pregnancy to ensure you
secure a place. For more information please email us or phone 414 5394 and leave a message on our
answering machine.

Moving & Munching Course (Two Sessions)

The Moving & Munching course is made up of two fun and informative sessions for parents of children aged (or
soon to be aged) between 4 and 8 months. Babies are also most welcome to attend!
All courses are held on Fridays from 10am to 11.30am at Sunnynook Community Centre on the corner of
Sunnynook Road and Sycamore Drive

Moving:

The Moving session covers the development of fine and gross motor skills - and how you can assist them
through play and bonding. The course will talk about how you can help your baby learn through play and
exploration, identify key areas of your home environment that need safety-proofing now that baby’s mobility and
manipulative skills are developing, how to identify your babies physical and mental milestones in the first year,
and how you can create a learning environment in your home.
This is a casual class so please come dressed comfortably and bring blankets to enjoy with your little ones.

Munching

The Munching session is about introducing solids and the best nutrition for your Baby.
This session will provide you with practical tips and answer any questions you may have, for example:
• Why introduce solids around 6 months but not before 4 months?
• Which signs indicate baby may be ready for solids?
• Which foods can be introduced first?
• What are the developmental stages of feeding?
• How to ‘balance’ baby’s milk with solids?
• Which textures are appropriate and when to introduce new textures?
• What are the best times to feed and how much food does baby need?
• Food hygiene: cooking, storing and reheating food
• Which equipment to use e.g. highchair, bibs, spoons, bowls etc
• Ideas for snacks and meals at different stages
When are our next courses?
MMOCT - Moving 19th & Munching 26th October.
MMDEC - Moving 7th & Munching 14th December.

Baby & You Classes

Baby and You classes are free for Parents Centre members. If you’re not a member,
enrollment in our Baby and You Membership Package is $110 and includes the following:
• One year Parents Centre membership
• One year subscription to Kiwi Parent magazine
• Four Baby and You classes - covering infant feeding, health & growth, touch (baby massage)
and child development. See the full description below.
All courses are held on Wednesdays from 10am to 11:30am
at Sunnynook Community Centre on the corner of Sunnynook Road and Sycamore Drive.

When are our next courses?

BY1810 - 24th October - 14th November 2018
BY1811 - 21st November - 12th December 2018.
BY1901 - 9th January - 30th January 2019
BY1902 - 13th February - 6th March 2019
BY1903 - 13th March - 3rd April 2019

Infant Feeding:

• Infection
• Breast care
• Expressing
• Storage & Sterilisation
• Weaning basics and options available
• Feeding frenzies and growth spurts.

Baby Massage:

• The importance of touch
• Massage demonstration
• Practical points.

Child Development:

• Sensory development
• Play
• Age appropriate toys
• Baby safety needs.

Health & Growth:

• Sleeping & feeding
• Colic
• The 4-8pm unsettled period
• Rest & relaxation (self care) for mother & Baby
• General mother craft skills
• Plunket services – nurse, family centre
• When to go to the doctor and when to go to Plunket.

Toilet Training Course - Selling Fast - Get in Quick!!

Join Bays North Harbour Parents Centre and Laura Morley from Looloo Training Solutions for our new course,
Toilet Learning, with the focus being on going through this necessary stage with less mess and less stress!
This is an interactive, practical and informative workshop with loads of tips and strategies
to make toilet training easier. It covers:
• When is the best time to start abandoning day time nappies?
• What is the best way to toilet train without the battles, nagging or constant reminders?
• How to motivate your child to get out of nappies and use the loo and sit on it long enough
to do something on it.
• How to catch a poo on the loo.
• What to do when your child sits on the potty or toilet and does
nothing on it.
• Whether to use disposable training pants when you go out if you are
worried they may have wee puddles.
• Potty vs toilet - which is best to start with?

Our classes sell out fast, so be sure to book now!!

Course Date: Monday 8th October 2018 7:30pm
Venue: Meadowood House - 55 Meadowood Drive, Unsworth Heights
Pricing: $35 per person which includes a goodie bag worth $40!
www.looloo.co.nz/collections/workshops

Congratulations
to our new parents!

Welcome to the newest and smallest members
of Bays North Harbour Parents Centre!

Annabel Rose

Ava Grace

Eden Victoria

Hugo Mario

Nala Skye

Stella Yerin

Born 29.08.18
Welcomed by
Andrea & Andrew

Born 23.08.18
Welcomed by
Lisa & Michael

Born 17.07.18
Welcomed by
Kent & Tania

Born 20.08.18
Welcomed by
Samantha & Samuel

Born 05.09.18
Welcomed by
Zane & Sophie

Born 23.08.18
Welcomed by
Angela & Martin

Welcome

to our new expecting parents

Welcome to the new expecting parents of
Bays North Harbour Parents Centre

Are you looking for quality, fun and informative antenatal classes?
Bays North Harbour Parents Centre offers fantastic antenatal classes and coffee group
setup. We are passionate about helping you build supportive friendships and lifelong
relationships for you and your children.
Contact baysnorthantenatal@gmail.com for more information.

When Seasons Change

Image credit: Tom Sodoge

Kids’ health issues... Just when you think you’ve got them under control, often you can find
yourselves off course again. At this time of year, blame the change of seasons, as Spring
sweeps in with a raft of new triggers for common complaints.
Hay Fever/ Seasonal Allergies
A very common cause of seasonal hay fever (allergic rhinitis) is pollen. Spring winds combined
with the start of new growth in gardens and green spaces can be a nightmare for those who
suffer. Be mindful that pollen counts are highest outside, in the morning, on windy days, or
after a thunderstorm.
Considering these times when planning your child’s day can help limit their exposure to
those pesky, powdery wind-borne grains. There are a variety of pharmaceutical remedies to
alleviate the symptoms of hay fever, but if these prove ineffective, immunotherapy is also an
option. There is limited evidence that eating raw local honey may help some people.
Dry Skin
Winter can be rough on our skin. Extremes of temperature may stress the skin out, causing
dry, scaly patches, particularly on elbows, knees, and feet, and general skin dryness. Homes
heated by air-conditioning units, conventional heaters, and fireplaces are cosy and dry, but
can contribute to over-heated, under-nourished skin.
Luckily there are plenty of natural remedies you can turn to in order to rehydrate your
child’s dry skin. Try honey, buttermilk, olive oil, castor oil, coconut oil, or shea butter as
readily available ingredients to slather on skin, making it soft, moisturised and good enough
to eat.

Visit the GP if dry skin issues are making your child very uncomfortable, or if the skin becomes
cracked or bleeding. Emollient creams may be prescribed to keep the skin moist and flexible.
Common Cold
It may seem like the spring breeze blows a fresh round of colds into your household every
year. This is caused by changes in temperature, which allow different groups of viruses to
flourish. Studies show rhinovirus and coronavirus are the main viruses responsible for the
common cold, and these both proliferate in spring. If one of the family’s immunity is low, one
of those viruses may take hold and result in the classic “common cold”.
Highly contagious, colds have a habit of making the rounds through the family. To avoid
infection, encourage family members to wash hands frequently, don’t touch faces with
unwashed hands, and give the sickie in the family a wide berth. (Blow a supportive kiss from
the bedroom door!)
Natural remedies for alleviating the symptoms of a cold are many and varied. Try ginger to
bring down inflammation, clear congestion and support the immune system, eucalyptus oil
to clear a stuffy nose, and honey for antibacterial, antioxidant and anti-viral properties. Limit
sugar and processed foods, and get plenty of rest.
Cold Sores
Caused by the herpes simplex virus (HSV-1), unfortunately cold sores in children are fairly
common. A highly infectious virus, it can often be transferred by kissing or sharing utensils
with an infected person. Many children will be infected at preschool or childcare, and children
can also pick up HSV-1 from an infected adult. Small, painful blisters come up on the face,
usually around the mouth, and go away within about a week.
Due to its contagious nature, it’s important to try to prevent spreading the infection to other
family members or friends. Ensure they have their own set of cutlery at mealtimes, and
stress the importance of not sharing any drinking vessels, utensils, flannels, or towels.
Wash the items thoroughly in hot, soapy water after use. Wash hands frequently, especially
after touching the cold sores, avoid touching eyes, and if your patient wants to kiss, explain
it must be the blowing kind only until they’re fully recovered.
Asthma
Sadly, New Zealand has one of the highest rates of asthma in the world, with around one
in four children affected by asthma. Common seasonal asthma triggers include pollen,
temperature, humidity and pollution, and the change from Winter to Spring can play havoc
with the condition.
Asthma constricts the airways. In the extreme, asthma attacks can be terribly frightening for
parents as they watch their child struggle to breathe. The key to avoiding asthma symptoms
is to try to identify your child’s individual triggers. Keep a diary to help you figure these out,
including activities, weather conditions, food eaten, etc.
Medication may be required if asthma worsens, so visit your GP if your child’s asthma
symptoms progress. If your child is really struggling to breathe, call an ambulance.

Its a Wrap:

Babywearing made simple
Source: The Sleep Store NZ & Babywearing International, Inc

For thousands of years, in cultures across the world, parents have worn their babies in slings
(and other types of carriers like todays front packs or soft structured). Western ‘civilisation’
has been slow to catch onto babywearing, but in recent times there has been a huge increase
in the range of wonderful slings and carriers available locally.
The key things to using a sling successfully are finding it easy to put on, the carrier is
comfortable and having the confidence that your baby is secure. If these 3 things aren’t
right, you are not likely to enjoy babywearing or find it a successful way to calm your baby.
There are a range of ways you can use a carrier or sling and many situations you will find
babywearing useful.
Why use a carrier or sling?
The movement in a sling is just like being inside the womb, so it is a very simple way to sooth
and calm an upset newborn.
Carrying your baby in a carrier or sling is much easier on your shoulders, back and arms
than carrying a baby in your arms.
Carrying your baby ‘hands-free’ in a sling enables you to get on with your day.
Carriers mean your baby is snuggled up close to you, which you will both enjoy lots more
than facing away from you in a pushchair.
Babywearing is a simple way to help foster firm attachment with your baby, which helps
babies brain development, confidence and contentment.
When would I use a carrier with my newborn?
• Helping a newborn fall asleep or calming a newborn crying
• Coping with the witching hour or an overtired baby in the evening
• Carrying a newborn close to you rather than in a pushchair.

• Carrying your baby ‘hands-free’- as you get on with jobs about the house or being
out and about. (Be careful to support bub when bending down though.)
• Anywhere you can’t use a buggy, such as steps, airports, buses or crowded places.
• Keeping your baby close to you and avoiding other people touching your baby.
• Keeping your newborn safe from an over-zealous sibling.
• Hands-free playing with other siblings or at home, Playcentre etc.
Choosing a carrier or sling:
There is a slightly dizzying array of slings available now, and it can be hard to work out what
is best for you and your baby.
Here’s our tips for choosing:
Choose 100% natural fabric for your carrier, or a high performance mesh carrier for hot
conditions.
Choose an established brand, known for their quality and product testing. Avoid ‘fakes’ from
sites like AliExpress which may be dangerously made and not tested for quality safe fabric
or manufacturing standards.
Choose a carrier or sling you love the look of! If you are going to use it every day and get
great value for money, buy one you love.
Consider how much learning you want to do. Some carriers are simple to use and require little
learning to be a confident user. Others like a woven wrap have a simple to learn technique
but lots of other techniques you can learn for older children.
Do you need pockets or other features?
Who will be wearing the carrier? Some are tied each time and can be worn by any size adult.
Other structured carriers are a better fit on some shapes and sizes, and will need the straps
adjusted each time a different adult uses it.
Budget! There is a wide range of prices, ask the great staff at the Sleepstore if you need a
recommendation within a specific budget.
Anything else I need to know?
Be aware of the weight of your baby! While a carrier is far easier than carrying your baby in
your arms, you still need to take care of your back. Build up your time carrying gradually so
your core muscles adapt.
Make sure you have the right size.
Get confident using your carrier or sling before you try hands-free. Also practising at home
to build up confidence before you tackle putting baby into your carrier in the mall carpark.
As your baby gets past the newborn stage, we recommend having some day sleeps in their
bed rather than carrying baby for all naps. Babies can become very reliant on the movement
and cuddles that babywearing provides if you use this as your only settling technique.
For general baby carrying safety tips and advice refer to the carrier manufacturer’s
instructions or our website www.thesleepstore.co.nz.

What do I choose?
Most baby carriers fall into one of five types and are explained below.
Wraps: Wraps are the most traditional and simple of all carriers. They come in
a variety of lengths and fabrics such as knit jersey (ideal for newborns), gauze
(good for warm weather), cotton, linen, wool, and other fabrics. Wraps can
be used to carry an infant, toddler, or child in a variety of positions. Wraps
are infinitely adjustable to meet the specific needs of the individual wearer.
Learning to wrap may seem intimidating at first but can be mastered with
practice. Their lack of hardware makes them ideal for snuggling newborns but
wraps are wonderful for babies and toddlers of any age.
Ring Slings: A ring sling is a modern adaptation of traditional one shoulder
carries found in Mexico, Indonesia, and other cultures. A pair of metal or nylon
rings are securely attached to the end of a roughly two-meter-long piece of
fabric. The tail end of the sling is threaded through the rings to adjust to the
wearers body. The weight of the child in the carrier secures the rings against
slipping. Ring slings are available in a variety of fabrics from basic cotton to
luxurious silk. The long tail of the sling can be used for many things including
a sun shade, nursing cover, light blanket, or hand hold for older children when your hands
are full. Ring slings are excellent for newborns and for toddlers who want quick up and down
carries.
Pouch Slings: A pouch sling is a simple tube of fabric worn over one shoulder
like a sash and used much like a ring sling but without the ability to adjust
the size of the sling each time it is used. Pouch slings are sleek, easy to use,
inexpensive, and convenient to stash in a diaper bag or glove compartment.
However, because pouches are sized they are hard to share between caregivers
and must be correctly fitted for safety and comfort.
Meh Dai: The Chinese meh dai (pronounced “may tie” not “my tie”) is the
most popular of a group of modernized traditional Asian-style baby carriers.
It has a panel of fabric with two shorter straps that go around the waist and
two longer straps to wrap over the shoulder. Modern meh dai i straps are often
padded or made very wide (known as “wrap straps”) to provide extra comfort
for the wearer and they are often made of attractive fabrics. Because they lack
buckles and are tied to create a custom fit each time, meh dais are easily shared between
multiple caregivers. They are easy to learn how to wear and can be used for front, back, and
hip carries. Meh dais are ideal for older babies and toddlers but can also be safely used with
newborns.
Buckle Carriers: Soft structured carriers (SSCs) offer a mix of comfort,
convenience and accessibility that is appealing to many caregivers. Most feature
a thickly padded waistband and shoulder straps for a comfortable, ergonomic
fit. The straps typically are adjustable for a custom fit and often these carriers
have additional features such as sleep hoods, front pockets, adjustable seats,
etc. SSCs have a low learning curve because they go on and off like a backpack
but offer the same skin-to-skin benefits. Some soft structured carriers may
require the use of a special infant insert below a certain weight and size but
most quality, ergonomic carriers can be used well into toddlerhood. There is a
soft structured carrier for every taste, budget, and body type making them the most popular
style of baby carrier on the market today.

Featured
Recipes

Snowman Pizza

We may not get snow at Christmas in
New Zealand, but that doesn’t mean the kids
can’t make a snowman.
Get into the festive spirit with these
fun snowman pizzas.
Recipe source www.kidspot.com.au

Prep 1hr 20 mins | Cook 10 mins
Total 1hr 30 mins | Yield 4 serves

INGREDIENTS:

Combine water, honey and yeast in jug or bowl.
1 1/2 cups (375ml) warm water Set aside for 3-4 minutes until foamy. In the bowl of a
stand mixer with a dough hook, combine flour and salt.
1 tsp honey
Add yeast mixture and olive oil and knead for 10
2 tsp (7g sachet) yeast
minutes until dough is soft and elastic. Place in a large
oiled bowl, cover with a tea towel, and set aside in a
4 cups (600g) plain flour
warm place for 1 hour until doubled in size.
1 tsp salt
Preheat oven to 250C (230C fan-forced).
1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil
Knock back dough, turn out onto a floured surface and
1 cup tomato pasta sauce
divide into four even portions.
250g pkt shredded pizza cheese Working with one portion at a time, divide it in half,
and then divide one half again into two uneven pieces,
1 carrot
approx one-third and two-third.
28 black olives
Roll these three balls out into three circles.
any other pizza toppings
Line a large tray with baking paper. Place the largest
circle on the bottom half of the tray. Place the mediumof your choice
sized circle just overlapping. Place the smallest circle
on top to form the head.
Spread some of the tomato sauce over the three
circles of dough. Sprinkle with cheese. Cut carrot into
four even wedges.
Place two olives for eyes and five more for buttons
down the body of the snowman. Place one carrot
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Repeat with remaining ingredients.

Notes

Orange & Ginger
Stained Glass Biscuit

Kids will love to make these magical Christmas
biscuits and hang them with pretty ribbon.
Recipe source Good Food magazine, December 2008

Prep 15 mins | Cook 20 mins
Total 35 mins | Yield 14 serves

INGREDIENTS:
Sunflower oil for greasing
175g plain flour, plus extra
1 tsp ground ginger
zest 1 orange
100g butter, cold, cut into chunks
50g golden caster sugar
1 tbsp milk
12 fruit-flavoured boiled sweets
icing sugar, to dust
about 120cm thin ribbon, to
decorate

Notes

eat Christmas
These make gr
& family.
gifts for friends
as
licious Christm
They make a de
garland too.

Heat oven to 180C/fan 160C/gas 4.
Grease 2 large non-stick baking sheets with oil.
Whizz the flour, ginger, zest and butter with 1⁄2 tsp
salt to fine crumbs in a food processor.
Pulse in the sugar and milk, then turn out and knead
briefly on a floured surface until smooth.
Wrap in cling film, then chill for about 30 mins.
Flour the work surface again, then roll out the dough
to the thickness of a $1 coin.
Use 7cm cutters to cut out shapes, then use 4cm
cutters to cut out the middles.
Re-roll leftover pieces. Make a hole in the top of each
biscuit, then carefully lift onto the baking sheets.
Crush the sweets in their wrappers with a rolling pin,
then put the pieces into the middles of the biscuits –
the sweets should be level with the top of the dough.
Bake for 15-20 mins or until the biscuits are golden
brown and the middles have melted.
Leave to harden, then transfer to a rack to cool.
Thread with ribbon, then dust with icing sugar.
Will keep for a month, but best eaten within 3 days.

Musical Activities Build Young Brains
When a child is actively involved in musical activities multiple senses are stimulated at once.
This enhances brain development. The key is the simultaneous stimulation. The child’s brain
must build copious quantities of connections to process incoming information at the same
time: touch, sound, light, colour, movement of objects, body movement, balance, and
memory. And the more brain connections a child has, the faster they can think.
Children naturally respond to music so we can use music as vehicle for essential learning:
Motor: Music motivates movement
which builds body awareness,
strength, agility, coordination and
reaction control. Coordination
matures the brain for organized
thought.
Listening: Focussed listening develops.
Vision: Colourful equipment stimulates
vision. Moving in three dimensions
builds eye strength.
Language: Words tied to actions build
language understanding. The repetition of words in songs helps children hear and practice language.
Musicality: We developing singing, the ability to move in time and play instruments.
Starting early develops skills, and builds a love of music.
Social: Working with others fosters self-confidence, team work, and positive
community attitudes. Sharing music with your child is a chance to enjoy quality time
together.
Memory: Sequences in melodies, rhythms, and actions build memory.
Creativity: Children can discover, invent or develop their own movements.
Sharing a fun activity with Mum, or another special adult , builds positive relationships and
security, and if a child is happy their brain is open to learning.
Kids Music Company has been running music sessions for children for 28 years and has a
huge wealth of purpose-built songs and activities, winning 10 international awards for excellence in education. Our teachers are fully qualified and each has at least 30 years teaching experience as well as almost as many years in motherhood. We have seen first-hand
how musical experiences enrich a child’s life and give a HUGE learning advantage.
Email janet@kidsmusic.co.nz for a free trial. www.kidsmusic.co.nz

Members Discounts
Nappies direct to your door
$5 off your next purchase of $25 or more at
www.nappies.co.nz
Enter PARENTS at the checkout.

Receive 10% off your next party booking

Free Parents Centre Lesson

15% discount to all our members
Discount not on prescriptions & already
discounted or items already on special.

10% off any capsule hire or snap hire

Blooming Beautiful will give members a 10%
Discount on any preloved maternity wear item.
http://www.bloomingbeautiful.co.nz
Mention this advert and receive
10% Discount
www.sports4tots.co.nz

See Advert included for $25 discount

Do you own a local business and would like to offer expecting or new parents
a discount? Contact baysnorthpcadvertising@gmail.com for more information!

advertise
WOULD YOU LIKE TO

WITH US?

Reach your
true potential
Reaching expectant
and new parents in
the Bays North
Harbour and the
Hibiscus areas,
advertising with us
will remind your
existing customers
that you’re still
around, or attract
new customers who
may be in need of
your products or
services.
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